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ABSTRACT
Yurysta, Thomas H. H.S.C.E., Purdue Unlver;-.ity , May 197't.
The Effect of Commercial Vehicles on Intersection Capacity
and Delay. Major Professor: Harold L. Michael.
The general prr'pose of this researcli I'r'ojcct was to
study the effects commercial vehicles have on Intersection
capacity and delay. This general purpose v.'as divided inr-o
the following three objectives:
1. Detei-mine the equivalency factor of passenger
cars to commercial vehicle at a signali::ed inter-
section, with respect to the type of commercial
vehicle and the type of int ei'section approach.
2. Determine the travel time delay caused by commer-
cial vehicles at signalized intei'sections
.
3. Determine the effect of intersection corner
radii on commercial vehicle turning movements.
Twenty intersection approaches were studied for ecjuiv-
alency factors of passenger cars to commercial vehicles.
Equivalency factors were determined for a single unit
truck, truck combination, and commercial vehicle, for a
three-lane approach, two-lane approach, through and left
turn lane, through lane, and through and right turn lane.
Stepwise multiple regression analysis was employed to
Ix
develop regression equations that v/ould pri-dict commer-
cial vehicle equivalency factors for any given intersection
approach. Both regx'ession equations that v:cve developed
explained over 90% of the variation in the original l6 com-
mercial vehicle equivalency factors.
Twenty-three signalized intersect ioii approaches v;ere
studied for delay caused by commercial vehicles. It was
found that a passenger car's average runnitig travel time
through an Intersection was increased from 39. S seconds to
^9'^ seconds, when one or more commercial vehicles were
traveling ahead of it in the same platoon of vehicles. It
was also found that the presence of trucks at a signalized
Intersection does not significantly increase or decrease
the average stop time for a passenger' car.
A regression model was developed to predict the aver-
age commercial vehicle delay at any given signalized intei'-
section. This model explained 87.1?^ of the variation in
the average commercial vehicle delay at the 23 approaches
studied. The factors that produced a significant effect
on increasing commercial vehicle delay were peak houi* vol-
ume, percent of commercial vehicles, the presence of a left
turn green phase, the presence of a right turn only lane,
and the app'roacli width. The factors that produced a sigii-
Ificant effect on reducing delay v;ere the presence of a
left turn only lane, percent of right turns, the right
turn curb radius, metropolitan area population, and tlie
presence of curbing on the approach.
Nineteen corner- radii were studied, and the I'elation-
ship3 of passenger car, sin:;;ie unit truck, truck coriibin:i-
tion, and commercial vehicle right turn speeds to cornei-
radii, curbing on approach, approach turnii:g v;idth, and
cross street tui'ning v.'idth were determined through regres-
sion analysis.
It was found that for a curb radii range of 30 to
50 feet, a 30 foot cui'b radius caused the least delay for
a passenger cai' follov;ing a single unit ti-ucl-:, and a 50
foot curb radius caused the least delay for a passengei*
car following a truck combination. It was also found t'nat
from a 60 foot to 90 foot curb radius, the increase in
speed for a single unit truck or truck combination, was
less than 0.5 miles per hour.
The presence of curbin.g at a sIgnali::od i ntei'soctio!:
approach was found to decrease the I'ight turn speed of
passenger cars by 0.7 miles per hour, to decrease the
right turn speed of truck combinations by .9 miles per
hour, and to have no effect on the right turn speed of
single unit trucks.
INTRODUCTION
The control of vehicular traffic at an Intersection
is of critical importance to the Traffic Engineer. As
this is the point in the traffic stream where travel time
delays and accidents are at a maximum. The intersection
must efficiently serve the demands of competing traffic
streams during the peak traffic periods or else a bottle-
neck will develop that will result in excessive travel
time delays to the driver and an increase in operating
cost to the vehicular owner. Studies have been made to
try to quantitize travel time delays in terms of dollars
per unit of travel time (8, 11, 13, 16). These have
found that the average operating cost for a passenger car
amounts to 6 cents per minute and an average person values
his time at least at 5 cents per vehicle-minute (see
Appendix A for calculations). As an example, if 3 sec-
onds of travel time could be saved for each vehicle using
a heavily traveled intersection during each peak period,
a total savings of $11,440.00 would result during one
year to the vehicle drivers and owners. (This calculation
is based on an intersection peak period volume of 4,000
vehicles and 10 peak periods a week.)
It Is easy to see that i;he intersection is the
critical point in minimizing both travel time delays and
accidents. 0. K. Norman, to whom the 1963 edition of the
Highway Capacity Manual is dedicated, states:
There is little doubt that the improvement of
the efficiency of traffic movement at intersec-
tions is one of the more important, if not
the most important, urban transportation'
problems (28 )
.
Norman goes on to state:
There still remiain for analysis several
variables that have an extremely importarit
effect on intersection capacities: These
include right turns, left turns, commercial
vehicles, . . . (28) .
With regards to commercial vehicles, in another artic-
le Norman and W. P. V/alker state:
The presence of commercial vehicles tends to
reduce intersection capacities in ter;ns of the
total number of vehicles because theix' acceleration
rates are lower and they occupy more !'oad space
than passenger cars (29).
C. T. Kope states that trucks will never have the accel-
eration or gradeability to match passenger cai's (23).
Kope suggests that the solution zo congestion lies in up-
grading the highway system and traffic control methods.
This solution is especially applicable to intersection
congestion where the optimal cycle times, phase splits,
approach widths, and turning radii are critical to min- .
imizing travel time delay and m.aximizing vehicular capa-
city.
Special consideration hris to be ^ivon to coinmci-oia].
vehicles when selecting pha::e splits, approach widths, and
turning radii pt intersections. An eciuivaJ.ency factor of
passenger cars to coinmercial vehicles is used to equate
the two classes of vehicles and thus arrive at a single
vehicular volume expressed in passenger cai' units. This
pi'ocedure is desirable to compute phase splits for traffic
signals (31). Approach widths are designed to meet opti-
mum operational performance for a specified truck class;
and curb radii at intersections are usually designed to
accomodate turning movements of the ] ongei' trucks wltiiout
encroachment on adjacent lanes or the cux'b (?1). ,
Proper consideration of commercial veliicles in the
design and operation of the intersection results in I'educ-
ing travel tiii'.e delay and increasing vehicular capacity.
LITERATURE REVIEW
"One factor that is rov/ frequently considered as in-
fluencing the quality of traffic flov; is the number of
trucks or slow moving vehicles or both in the traffic
stream (18)." As previously stated, truclcs reduce inter-
section capacity and increase intei'section delay.
Motor vehicle registration records ir:dicate that the
number of registei ed ti^ucks has increased steadily in
recent decades. However, from 1971 to 197^', there was
an increase of 7.2,^ in registered trucks, as opposed to an
increase of ^.5^ in passenger cars (20). Elgui-e 1 depicts
the growth of registered trucks and passenger- cars from
1952 to 1972 (3, ^, 20). Further analysis shows that the
number of larger trucks being sold in the Unj ted utates
is increasing tv/ice as fast as the total ip.otor trucks and
buses sold. From I96O to 1970, sales of trucks with six
wheels and three axles increased 310:T, while sales of
total motor trucks and buses increased ]6o^ (3)- Existing
intersections are not only carrying higher traffic volumes
but also are carrying a proportionally highei- volume of
trucks. This situation causes intersection capacity and
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FIGURE I. GROWTH OF PASSENGER CAR AND
COMMERCIAL VEHICLE REGISTRATIONS
FROM 1952 TO 1972
There has been a limited number of studies on the
effect of trucks on interseci;ion capacity and delay with
most of these studies concontratint]; on inL.cr;-oc t Ion cap-
acity.
Passenger Car Equivalency of Ti'uck s
The vehicular capacity of an intersection is frequent-
ly specified in terms of passenger car units. This term
is used so that an allowance for differences in the types
of vehicles can be made. Since trucks have a greater inter-
ference on other traffic than passenger cars, an equival-
ency factor is used to equate trucks to p.:issengei' car units,
The first study on truck equivalency factors was made
by 0. K. Norman in 19^i9. He stated, "On the average, one
commercial vehicle, not including those that stop to pick
up or dlschar'ge passenge'-'s or goods, is equivalent in an
intersection capacity sense to tv/o passenger cri's" (29)-
Today, the I96S1 edition of the Highvjay Capacity Manual
basically repeats this statement, "one ti'uck can be consid-
ered as equivalent to a minimum of two passenger cars at
Intersections, even under the best conditions" (17)-
Between 19^9 and I965 there viere studies to arrive
at a more exact truck equivalency factor. The results of
these studies have not been consistent. Tlie equivalency
factors ranged from I.3 to 1.75. Table 1 lists the equiv-
alency factors that were found in the different studies.
TABLE 1
EQUIVALENCY FACTORS FOUND IN THE DIFFERENT STUDIES
Truck Equivalency Factor Source
1.3 K. V. M. Koeford (22)
1.5 (10 foot approach) Road Research Laboratory (33)
1.7 (12 foot approach)
1.70 Sidney, Australia Study (25)
1.75 E. V. VJebster and J. G.
Wardrop (37)
1.75 R- Lane (2i|)
1.70 (short careen
phases) Zurich, Switzerland Study (38)
2.0 (long green phases)
- . .8
No studies v/ere found trat determlntd commercial
vehicle equivalency factors 3,t Intersect icr.s on a lane
basis for the variable movements to be maae . Also, few
studies were found that subdivided commercial vehicles into
more that one category.
The following equivalency factors were found for sub-
divided commercial vehicles:
F. V. Webster and J. G. V/ardrop Study (37)
1.75 for 1 heavy or medium commercial vehicle
2.25 for 1 bus
2.5 for 1 tram
1.0 for 1 light goods vehicle
R. Lane Study (2^)
1.0 for cars and vans
1.75 for commercial vehicles over 30 cnt
2.25 for buses and coaches
No studies were found that subdivided commercial vehicles
into truck combinations and single unit ti'ucks even though
this is the most common subdivision of comir.ercial vehicles.
Capacity Measurements
One measurement of capacity at an intersection is
saturation flow. Saturation flov; is the miaximum number
of vehicles' that can be accomodated at an intersection
approach given the characteristics unique to that inter-
section approach. H. J. VI. Leong found that each 1a of
commercial vehicles at an intersection approach i-educes
saturation flow by 0.?^ whei'e the range of commercial
vehicles is between and 19;"' (25). 'Ine i9bo edition of
the Highv/ay Caracity Maiiual uses 1.00 as the intersection
capacity adjustment for each percent of •crucks and through
buses in the intersection (17)- The K i gl'i\'.'ay Capacity
Manual defines intersection capacity as "the maximum num-
ber of vehicles that can be accomiodated given the parti-
cular geometries, environment, and ti'affic chai'acteristics
and controls" (17). This definitlor. of intersection
capacity is sim.ilar to that of saturation flow.
Another measurement of capacity is he.^dway or the
interval in time between individual vehicles measured from
a stationary point. One method of determir:ing equivalency
factors at intersection.s is by com.paring r.oadway times.
The Road Research Laboratory used this method in their
study entitled "The Passenger Car Unit Equivalent of a
'Heavy' Vehicle in Single Lane Flow at Traffic Signals"
(33). B. R. Wildermuth studied headways at signalised
intersections and found that each percent of heavy vehicles
Increased the average headway by about 0.7^ for green
intervals between 10 and 30 seconds, and for green inter-
vals between 30 and 50 seconds, the increase caused by
each percent of heavy vehicles was about IT (38). These
results on headways are similar to those on saturation flow
previously mentioned.
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Commercial Veh --cle Delay
Another method of measuring intersection performance
is vehicular delay. Intersection delay is the difference
between the actual travel time through an intersection and
the travel time through the intersection at normal roadway
speed without deceleration, stopping, and cicceleration
.
"Some investigators in the field of sigiiallzed intersec-
tions have recommended that average individual delay be
used as an indicator of the level of service offered
by a signalized intersection" (19). In a recent article
entitled "Evaluation of Intersection-Delay Measurement
Techniques", the authors conducted a literature review en
the subject of intersection capacity and performarice
,
and concluded that the majority of authoi-s preferred delay
as the most dusli'-able and tangible measure of intersection
performance (15).
The problem with using delay as a measure of inter-
section performance is the difficulty in the measurement
of the actual delay. The only consistent methods of
measurement have been those that recor'd the delay to every
vehicle using the intersection during the rtudy period.
These methods, however, are costly and require sophisti-
cated equipment and/or large amounts of man-power.
Uo studies were found that specifically evaluate the
delays caused by commercial vehicles at Intersections. It
is believed that the difficulty in measuring delay, as pre-
viously stated, has caused the lack of research in the area
11
C'lrb Radii at Intersectioiis
One of thu largest single vehicular' delays at an liitei'-
sectlon may be caused by a long truck negotiai-irig a right
turn. Many intersections within urban area:;, are not able
to accomodate turning movements of trucl: combinations
without encroachment on adjacent lanes. Often, one large
truck combination v;lll delay a lane of traffic for an en-
tire cycle because of its inability to negotiate a right
turn without encroachment on the opposing and/or adjacent
lane on the cross street.
It is of obvious critical importance, with respect
to delay, that curb radii accommodate tui-ning movemerits of
truck combinations and buses without u'ncroacliment , espec-
ially where tui'ning movements of these vehicles is large
• in '.number. A I'ecent IriStitute of Traffic Engineei's sub-
comm.ittee report recomjTiends 30 to 50 foot cui'b radii foi'
trucks at intersecting streets on major streets cari-ying
heavy traffic volumes (21). The American Association oV
State. Highway and Transportation Officials also recommends
30 to 50 feet corner radii for miOSt trucks and buses on
arterial streets carrying heavy traffic volumes (1).
12
PURPOSE
The general purpose of this research [)roject was to
analyse the effects comnerclal vehicles have on intersec-
tion capacity and delay as an effort to ii.'.prove ti'affic
operations at signalized intersections. The Literature
Review revealed voids and conflicts of opinions on the
effects of commercial vehicles on intersection capacity
and delay.
The specific purpose of this research vms to attain
the following three objectives:
1. Determine the equivalency factoi" of passen.gei'
cars to commercial vehicle at signalized
intersections, with respect to the type of
conmei'cial vehicle and intersection approach.
2. Determine the travel time delay caused by
commercial vehicles at signalized Intersections;
and then generate, through regi'ession analysis,
a general delay equation that will predict aver-
age travel time delay caused by commercial
vehicles
.
3. Determine the effect of intersection corner radii
on commercial vehicle turning movements.
DATA COLLECTION
Selection of Signalizeg I:i'i:ersect 3 ^sis
Two general criteria foz' intersectio;; selection v;ere
to select interGections from different size metropolitan
areas and to select intersections that vjoujd give a V'/ide
percentage range of commercial vehicles. specific criter-
ia for selection were to limit the location oi^ study inter-
sections to fringe areas and outlying business districts
of metropolitan areas. These two areas ccMitain most of the
commercial vehicle movements in a metrop'Olitan area and
exhibit intersections that have a wide percentage range of
comimercial vehicles. A final criteria of economy limited
the location of metropolitan areas to within a I'easonablc
travel time fi-om Purdue University. Economy refers to
conserving the limited resources of time and money. Figur-e
2 shows the metropolitan areas chosen and their I'etipective
location and population (9)-
Data Collection and Calculation oT Equivalency Factors
The effect of commercial vehicles on intersection cap-
acity is greatest during the peak traffic reriods. Appr'oach














FIGURE 2. METROPOLITAN AREAS AND THEIR 1970
POPULATION
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these periods, and the presence of commercial vehicles
v.'ill have tiieir greatest eff^'i^ct on intersection capacity.
The method used to determine the effect of corrunercial
vehicles on intersection capacitv v;as to studv loaded sig-
nal phases during the peak perloas. A ±cadcd signal phase
was defined as a green phase on an approac'n tliat had a con-
tinuous flovj of vehicles during cae entir'o pl'.ase, with no
stoppages or long spacliigs between veliicle.- occuri'ing at
any time. This condition necessitates that vehicles are
ready to enter the intersection when the signal turns green
From the study of loaded phases, the avei'a;re number of
vehicles in a loaded phase when commercial vehicles wei'e
present and v;hen they were not present v/as determlr.ed.
Subtracting these two averages and divicin-; by the average
number of commercial vehicles gave the average number of
passenger cars that were displaced by a cc~mercial vehicle.
(A commercial vehicle v;as defined as any vehicle that liad
at least 6 tires and two or more axles, including any
passenger car towing a i;railer.) For example, if a peak
period had loaded phases on an approach with the fgllow-
ing characteristics:
a) average vehicles per loaded phase without com-
mercial vehicles preser.t of 10.0,
b) average vehicles per loaded phase with comm.er-
cial vehicles present of 8.0,
16
c) and average number of commercial vehicles in a
loaded phase tliat had coiimiercial \-cl-i.i cler. of
2.0;
the displacement factor would be ( 10 . 0-8 . )/2 . or 1 . .
To get the equivalency factor of passenger cai's to a com-
mercial vehicle, 1 is added to the displacement factor.
In the above example, the equivalency factor would be 2.0.
A loaded phase represents the critical numbei' of
vehicles that can be accomodated with respect to the intei--
section and environmental conditions, traffic characteris-
tics, and control measures. In this reseai'ch, all factors
affecting the amount and size of a loaded pliase wei-e held
constant or measui-ed and accounted for in the data analysis
for each intersection studied. The following factoi'f. were
held constant foi" each intersection studied;
1. Traffic signal at intersection
2. Location within metropolitan area
3. Clear weather.
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The following factors were not held constant and thus
were measured or calculated, for oacli Intci-oection approac
studied:
1. Approach volume per lane for each green phase
2. Width of each approach lane
3. Parking conditions
^. One-way or two-way street
5- Number of loaded phases per approach lane
6. Type of traffic signal
7. Metropolitan area population
8. Right turn volume for each green phase
9. Left turn volume for each green phase
10. Commercial vehicle volume for each green phase
11. Curb conditions
12. Curb radius
13. Speed limit on approach
14. Length of green phase




A copy of each of the data collection sheets is presented
in Appendix B.
Vehicle types and their respective turning movements
were counted for each intersection approach lane. After
each green phase, the observer totaled the counts from the
preceding green phase and indicated v;hich lanes had had
18
a loaded green phase. IntejT.ectlon approaches were studied
for at least an hour dui'lng t.he peak traffic period or
until a sufficient number of loaded phases had been count-
ed. Usually this required 10 loaded phases without coniner-
cial vehicles and 10 loaded phases with commercial vehicles.
In some cases, a larger num.ber of loaded phases were coun.t-
ed because the number of vehicles in a loaded phase vai'ied
considerably, making a good statistical average nonevident.
Data Collection for Commercial Vehicle Delay
In this research, commercial vehicle aelay is defined
as the average travel time delay for each vehicle at ai:i
intersection, caused by the presence of commercial vehicles.
Commercial vehicle delay is primarj.ly cau.'^-ed from the slow-
er deceleration and acceleration rates of commercial
vehicles
.
The first step in determining coirmercial vehicle delay
was to define the roadway distance that is affected by the
presence of a signalized intersection. Tl;is roadway dis-
tance originates at a point before an intoi'sect ion wliore
the average running speed on the roadway is reduced because
of the presence of the intersection. The distan.ce termin.-
ates after the intersection at a point v/here the average
running speed on the roadway is continued. For thit;
research, the average running speed for roaiv.-ays with a
design speed of 30 miles per hour v.'as used as tlie
19
criterion for average running speed. This dcGlgn apeed is
typical on most roadways located in fringe areas and out-
lying business districts of metropolitan areas. Tp.ble II-6
in A Policy of Geometric Design of Rural Highv.ays , 196
5
edition, indicates an average running speed of 25 miles per
hour for a roadway with a design speed of 3 miles per
hour, operating under traffic conditions approaching poss-
ible capacity (2). Figure 2.1^ in the Tral'fio Enginoering
Handbook indicates a deceleration lerigth of 500 feet is
required for an average running speed of 25 miles per hour
(5). Assuming an average maximum queue length of 250 feet
at an intersection approach during a peak period, a vehicle
will start decelerating at a distance of 7^0 feet before
the intersection (500 feet + 250 feet). Tiiis distance
represents the average maximum distance from the inter-
section at which a driver will begin decelerating. The
average maximum distance required to accelerate to 25
miles per hour from a stop is determined by a heavy com-
mercial vehicle. It has been determined that a mean semi-
trailer requires 500 feet to accelerate to an average
running speed of 25 miles per hour (14). Thus, to deter-
mine the commercial vehicle delay, vehicular movements
were studied from 750 feet before an intersection to 500
feet after the intersection.
The present practical methods of determining genei-al
intersection delay from field measurements are the
10
Sagi-Campbell Method (10), t:- e Borry-Van Til Sair.pliiip;
Method (6), Time-Lapse Photo,^3;raphy Method (36), Traffic
Flow Meter Method (12), and a Floating Car Method. The
Sagi-Campbell Method, Berry-Van Til Samplinr; [•.othod, and
Traffic Flow Meter- Method are not practically applicable
to measuring commercial vehicle delay. Tl>^ Time-Lapse
Photography Method is the best method available for mea-
suring commercial vehicle delay; however, :'oi' reasons of
economy and time this method v;as not chost^-u. The Floating
Car Method is the second best method for ni'-asnrin.g com-
mercial vehicle delay. This methou w.is cliosor. because it
best fit the conditions of economy and time.
The Floating Car Method requires a ter.t car to r'cpeat-
edly, randomly enter a platoon of vehicles .-.ppi'oachir.g an
Intei'section and to remain within the platoon until a
point beyond the inter'section , v.-here the average running
speed of the roadway is again i-eached . Endi run is timed
from a set of reference points, and tlie nui:iher of runs
required is statistically determ.ined. In this research
pr'oject, the reference points used were stationary points
located 750 feet before the intersection afid ^00 feet
after the intersection. Besides timiing each i-un, the
following factors affecting commercial vehicle delay were
determined by the observer in the test car:
1. Position of test car in the platoori cf vehicles
2. Approach lane occupied by the test car-
21
3. Number of commercial vehicles ahead of the test
car in the platoon of vehicles
h. Stop time caused by the red signal (if applicable)
5. Pedestrian delay time (if applicable)
6. Delay caused by a slow I'ight-tui-ning vehicle
(if applicable)
The following additional factors were counted by a station-
ary observer
:
1. Approach volume per lane
2. Number of loaded phases
3. Right turn volume
4. Left .turn volume
5. Commercial vehicle volume.




Number of approach lanes
One-way or two-way street
Metropolitan area population
Curb parking on appi'oach
Type of traffic signal
Curb radius
Speed limit on approach
Degree of right turn at cross street








12. Curbing on approach
13- Exclusive turning lanes.
These factors that were counted and measured were factors
that might affect commercial vehicle delay.
Data Collection for Right Turn Study
The best method of increasing capacity and reducing
delay from right turn movements at intersections is to
increase the curb or corner radius.
Vehicular speed was chosen as the criterion for
measuring the effects of curb radius on capacity and delay
from right turn movements. In this research, vehicles
were timed as they negotiated right turns at several
signalized intersection approaches. The at^proaches were
chosen such that a wide range of curb radii war. investigat-
ed. Vehicles were subdivided into passenger cai's, single
unit trucks and through buses, and truck combinations.
Times were repeatedly taken for each vehicle sub-class at
each approach studied, until a good statistical avei'age
was obtained.
The same measuring distance was used for each curb
radius studied. This distance was based on tlio largest,
probable curb radius that would be studied. This gave
assurance that the full turning maneuver would be timed.
Since the intersection locations would be limited to fringe
areas and outlying business districts, a 60 foot radius
was assumed to be the maximum, that v/ould be encountered,
and was thus chosen as the measuring distance.
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Criteria for timing a vehicle was that the vehicle be
moving before entering the beginning reference point. The
beginning reference point was established by measuring 60
feet along the front tangent of the curve froii; an Initial
measuring point located at the point of lnt,La'section of the
curve tangents. The vehicle was also requii'ed to be mov-
ing in free flow the entire taming distanc-. 1'his meant
that the vehicle's turning maneuver could not be influenc-
ed by the movements of other vehicles in fi'ont or in back
of it. The timing distance ended at the end reference
point, which was established by measuring 60 feet along
the back tangent from the point of intersection of the
curve tangents. The last criteria was that curb radii




The Capacity Analysis was performed at 20 intersection
approaches. Fifteen of these approaches are located in
Indianapolis; three are located in East Ch.icago; one is in
Hammond; and one is in Lafayette.
Truck equivalency factors were determined on an
approach and on a lane basis. The equivalency factors were
determined for a two-lane approach with through and right
turning movements on the right lane and through and left
turning movements on the left lane; and I'ot' a thror-laiu?
approach with through ar.a right turnirig r^cvor.ienzs on the
right lane, through movements on the centei* lane, and left
turning movements on the left lane. Equivalency factors
were also determined for an approach lane with through and
right turning movem.ents; for an approach lane with through
movements; and for an approach lane with through and left
turning movements.
The data that was used for determining truck equival-
ency factors foi' all comimercial vehicles was then reanalyz-
ed for loaded phases that contained only single unit ti'ucks,
through buses, and passenger cars; ar.d foi' loaded phases
that contained only truck cciii;binatlons and passenger
cars. A suff.'clent number of intersection approaches had
data for the above types of loaded phases so that equival-
ency factors of passenger cars to single unit trucks and
of passenger cars to truck combinations were detei^mlned.
A summary list of the equivalency factors that were ut.^ter-
mlned is presented in Table 2.
Statistical Analysis on Equivalency Factors
The first statistical analysis perfoi-med on the equiv-
alency factors was to determine the average of each type
of equivalency factor. These averages are jiresented in
Table 2. They are the sample means and not the true mean
or population mean. It is necessai^ to detei^mlne the
amount of err-or and a corresponding level of confidence
that occurs wlien using tiie sam.nle means to represent the
population means. This amount of error can be deternilned
from the following equation;
error = t ,^s
a/2
Where
error = error in using the sample mean as an estimate
of the population mean.
t >_ = the value of the 't' distribution leaving an
a/2 ^
area of a/2 to the right v/lth degree of free-
dom equal to the sample size minus one.
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TABLE 2. EQUIVALENT PASSENGER CARS FOR EACH





















































« VALUES IN PARENTHESES INDICATE THE STANDARD ERROR €if THE MEAN
?7
s = standard devial-ion of the Gan-.p!"--.
n = number of equivalency factors in sample =
sample size ( 27 )
•
The following assumptions are needed in oi'der to use the
above equatioii:
1. The sample si::e is less th.ar. or equal to SO.
2. The population variance Is ui:kncwn.
3. The population is approximately bell-shaped.
The first two assumptions ai-e given condit lo:it- , and the
last assumption has to be proven by performing a test.
One of the ways to test for a bell-shaped approxima-
tion or a normal distribution is to perform a normality
test on the sample data. The normality te.st chosen for
this research was the 'V." test developed by 3. S. Shapiro
and M. B. V.'ilk in I963 (3^). This test does not involve
using the mean and variance as part of the l;ypot!:esis
,
v/hich is common in other tests foi^ normality. In I968
Shapiro, Wilk, and Chen demonstrated that the 'W test was
generally superior in detecting normality over sample sizes
ranging from 10 to 50.
A summary of the results from the 'W test is shown
in Table 3. No sample was found to liave a W value less
than the critical value at the alpha level of .05 or 5?^.
(The alpha level indicates the probability of rejecting
a hypothesis which is actually true.) Thus, the hypotliesis
of normality was not rejected for any given sample.
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TABLE
SUMMARY OF RESULTS FROM THE 'W Tl'iST
Equivalency Factor N* Calculated W Ci'lt. -* Normal I t;,
trucks on a 3-lane a
approach 7 -920 .803 accept
truck:; on a 2-lane
approach 9 -883 -829 accept
trucks on a left lane 8 .913 -813 accept
trucks on a center lane 10 .910 .8^2 accept
trucks on a right lane 1^ .978 .37^ accept
single units on a 3-lane
approach 7 -903 -803 accept
single units on a 2-lane
approach 7 -957 -803 accepu
single units on a left
lane 7 .9?7 -803 accept
single units on a center
lane 6 .8'I7 -788 .-iccept.
single units on a right
lane 12 .935 .8i39 accept
truck combs, on a 3-la-ne
approach 6 .876 .738 . accept
truck combs, on a 2-lane
approach 6 .97 3 -7 88 accept
truck combs, on a left
lane _ '} .397 .7^^8 accept
truck, combs, on a center
lane 6 .S'il .738 accept
truck combs, on a right
lane 8 .896 .Bl3 accept
*i>J is sample size
**W critical is based on an alpha level of .C'j
The next step was to c£t]culate the error in using
the sample means as estimates of the popul.riior. rr.oans. A
level of confidence of 95% or an alpha lev'.'l of ^% was used
in the calculations. The largest error calculated for all
commercial vehicles was .IS, and the smallest error calcu-
lated was .10. These errors are considei'cu reasonable;
and thus, the sample means for the truck ei}uivalency
factors, as presented in Table 2 under comniercial vehicle,
are recommended to be used within the variable range indi-
cated in Table ^.
Trie largest error in using the sample means as esti-
mates of population means in single unit truck equivalency
factors was calculated to be .38. This eri-or was consider-
ed to be excessive. The single unit equivalency factor
for an approach with through and left turning movements,
as shown in Table 2, therefore, should not be used for ap-
plication. With respect to sample mean ti'uck combination
equivalency factors, the only sample mean with an excessive
error was for an approach lane v;ith through and left turn-
ing movements where it was .29- The sample means for sing-
le unit trucks and truck combinations, as presented in
Table 2, are recommended to be used with the above excep-
tions. The.se sample means should only be applied to those
intersection approaches that have variables within the
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Regression Analysis on h"qulvalency Factors
A further application of the truck etiulvaloncy factors
was to devise a method of obtaining a truck equivalency
factor for any given Intersection approach. 'Ihls method
would be especially useful when a more accurate factor Is
desired than the mean factor as deteiTilned fi'oni other inter-
sections. An example of the use of an. eciu J val (Micy factor
of this accurat-W would be in timing of a flxeri-time trnfiMc
signal.
The method chosen to develop a truck equivalency fac-
tor, unique to at:y given Intersection, approach, was multiple
regression analysis. Regression analysis reports which
"ariables have the greatest effect upon th.- dei^endcnt vari-
able. Multiple regression analysis is i-sp^'c i al ly valuable
when many pi-edictor or iridependent variables are known ana
it Is necessary to eliminate those that have very little
predicting power. The two purposes for eriiploylng multiple
regression analysis in this research were:
1. To develop equations that will predict the truck
equivalency factor at any given intersecti-on
approach based upon the physical, traffic, and
environmental conditions unique to that approach.
2. To- determine the significance of each variable
• employed In the multiple regressior: a;:alysis.
An available computer program was used to perform the
regression analysis. The computer package program entiilel
"SPSS 15: Regression" was aC'.'ulred through the Purdue
University Statistical Library Program (35). The parti-
cular multiple regression process used wa:: ::tepwise linear
regression. The stepviise linear regi-ession pi ogram will
enter predictor variables one at a time to the regression
equation, in order of highest partial correlation Kith the
dependent variable. This program will contiiiue adding pre-
dictor variables until the list is exhaustt.'d oi- until there
remains no significant variables. The com; i;i"ei' detei'mines
the significance of a particular var-iable by evaluation of
its F-ratio and tolei'ance level (7)-
Data from sixteen intersection appi'oaches was used in
the stepwise regression program. Ten of ttiese were two-
lane intersection approaches, and six were thi'ee-lane int(;r-
section approaches. Table ^ preser.ts a 11:1 of all vai'i-
ables that were measured at each of the l6 approaches. It
was assumed that each of these variables could have some
predicting pov;er on the dependent variable. The variable
parking on approach was deleted from the progrvam. because
of the lack of a suitable range of 'yes' and 'no' conditions.
This left 1^^ variables to explain the variation about the
mean of the values of the depender.t variable. The variable
curbing was. measured as either 'yes' or 'iio', depending on
whether curbing existed or not for a parti:jular appi-oach.
A dummy variable was used to transform this qualitative
variable into a quantitative variable. A value of 00 was
assigned for a 'no' measure, and a value of 01 v.'as assigned
for a 'yes' measure.
The stepwise linear- regression program was initially
run on the orJcinal 1^ predictor varinbles. The results
yielded an R^ value of .84^9 and a F value of I.36. R^ is
a common name for the multiple correlation coefficient.
This multiple correlation coefficient ranf;es in value fr-om
to 1; and the closer the value is to 1, the higher the
correlation is between the predictor variables and the de-
pendent variable. The F value is coinpared apainst the
critical F value in order to detei'mine the sl[^nif Icance of
the regression. The significance of tiie re;;ression in-
creases with increases in tlie F value.
The R" value of .8449 indicates that tb.e predictor
variables explain 84.49!? of the variation about the mean
of the given values for the dependent variable, truolc
equivalency factor. This value is a j jeri a: le . h'cv.-eve:'
,
the F value of I.36 is below the critical :' value of S.74
for a 5!? signif icarice level. This indicates that tlie re-
gression equation is not significant
.
The best method to increase the signil'icance of the
regression equation was to eliminate those predictor
variables from the regression equation that display small
p
R values. A partial F test was conducted after each step
to determine if the addition of that predictor variable to
the regression equation resulted in a significant Increase
p
in the R value. The partial F values wer'o coiaputed by
dividing the mean square of the predictor- var'lable by tlie
3^
5.
mean square of the residual (30). These partial F values
were then compared to a crit-jcal value of F based on an
alplia level of .50. If a predictor variable was found to
have a nonsignificant F value, it v;as removed and the i-e-
gression equation was i-ecomputed. The foJlowiiig variables
were removed from the regression equation because of non-
significant pai'tial F values:
1. Percent of left turns
2. Percent of single unit trucks
3. Metropolitan area population
Percent of right turns
Speed limit on approach
6. Peak houi' factor
7'. Curbing on approach
8. Peak liour approach volume
9. Right turn curb radius
The five predictor variables that r-emained in the regression
equation produced a R value of .302^^ and a F value of 8.12.
This F value of 8.12 is well above the critical value of
3.33.
The next step was to considei' any interactions that
might improve the predicting power of the regression
equation. Prom using the correlation matrix in the step-
wise linear regression progi'am previously \ rinted aiid the
investigator's judgement as to which interactions have a
3
practical 'sense', the following interactions were
computed
:
1. Percent of truck combinations x right turn curb
radius
2. Speed limit on approach x degree of right turn
3. Speed limit on approach x percent of right turns
4. Peak hour approach volume x green phase length
These four Interaction variables v;ere added to the origin-
al 1^ predictor variables, and the regression equation
was recomputed. Partial F tests elim.inated 11 of the 18
variables. The resulting R value was .9573; and the F
value was 19- 87, ^vhich was v;ell above the critical value
of 3.73. This R increased .155^ from the original value
of .802^. The final regression equation is as follovis:
Y = -.907 + .362a^ + .0199X + .0837X^ - ,0000675X3X1^
-.00183X5 + .0003^0X^X5 + .00251X^ - 1.159Xy
V/hore
Y = Truck equivalency factor in passengers cars per
commercial vehicle
X-[_ = load factor in hundredths
Xp = approach width in feet
X3 = green phase length in seconds
Xij = peak hour approach volume in vehicles
Xr - Dercent of truck combinations
Xr = right turn curb radius in feet
Xy = peak hour factoi' in hundredths
and the estimate of the standard error = .041.
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An additional investigf.t ion into the pi'acticality of
the regressioii equation as a predictor of truck equivalency
factors involvcl an examination of the residuals. The re-
siduals are the difference between the actual truck equival-
ency factors found at the study intersections and the truck
equivalency factors predicted by the regi-ession equation.
Regression analysis was employed undt.'r the assumption that
these residuals are normally distributed (30). To check
this assumption the V/ test was perfoi'med on the residual
values. The calculated W value of .932 was found to be
greater than the critical value of .837 for an alpha level
of .05. Thus, the hypothesis of normality was not rejected.
Two additional decisions were made at this stage. Both
of these decisions involved deletini'; predl.cioi' varJ:iblt:'n
because of the difficulty in measuring them. The first de-
cision v.'as to develop a second i-egression equation that
eliminated the variables percent of single unit trucks and
percent of truck combinations and that used tl:e variable
percent of trucks (or commercial vehicles). Since field
data of intersection volumes usually does not subdivide
trucks into single units and ti-uck conibinations , the var-
iable percent of trucks would be more practical in deter-
mining truck equivalency factors from existing field data.
The second decision was to eliminate the variable load
factor. Field data of intersection approaches usually does
not include load factors of the approaches. Thus, in an
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effort to make the regression equation more applicable to
existing field data, this variable v\fas also deleted.
Based on these two additional decisions, a second
regression equation was deveJoped. The predictor vari-
ables load factor, percent of truck combinations, and
percent of single unit trucks were deleted and the pre-
dictor variable percent of trucks was added to the regres-
sion program. The same Interactions were Inserted, with
the exception of percent of truck combinations x right
turn curb radius. This interaction was substituted by the
Interaction percent of trucks x right turn curb radius.
Partial F tests removed 8 of the original 16 variables
2from the second regr-esslon equation. The resulting R
value was .905^ and the F vlaue of 6.38 was above the
critical value of ^.10. The final regression equation is
as follows:
Y = -1.2il5 + .093^X3 + .0112X2 + .00l89Xi| - .238Xg
+ .OOOOOSSX^Xg - .0000626X3X1^ + .008^5x5
- .00232X^Q - .009^9Xq
Where
Y = truck equivalency factor in passenger cars per
commercial vehicle
Xp = approach v;idth in feet
X^ = green ph.ar>e length In seconds
X|| = peak hour approach volume
and the estimate of the standard error = .066.
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Xg = right turn curb raclj.us in feet
Xn = curbing on approach v/her-e yes = ] and no - 0.
Xq = percent of trucks
X-iQ = percent of right turns
The W test was performed on the residual values and yield-
ed a calculated W Of .95^, which is greater than the crit-
ical W of .887 for an alpha level of .05- Thus, the hypo-
thesis of normality was not rejected.
An examination of the arithmetic sign preceding each
regression coefficient in the regression equation is inform-
ative and reveals the practicality of the regression equa-
tion. However, one must be careful not to examine the logic
or interpretation of the arithmetic sign preceding each
predictor variable without due consideration of the effect
that the particular predictor variable has on the other
predictor variables. The positive oi' negative contribution
of each predictor variable in the regression equation must
not be interpreted as an isolated contribution but as a con-
tribution that effects both the dependent vai-iable and the
other predictor variables.
The arithmetic signs preceding each regression coeffic-
ient in the above regression equation were interpreted as
follows
:
1. The positive sign preceding green phase length
indicates that a longer green phase length will
cause an increase in the truck equivalency factor.
Longer green phases are associated with higher
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volume liiterEoctlon approaches. HitT.her volume
approaches i-enult ii'i more vehicles being effect-
ed by the slowe:' perfoi-iiiance characteristics oi'
a truck.
The positive sign preceding approach v;idth indi-
cates that an inci-ease in j^avemetit width causes
an increase in the truck equivalency factor.
Large pavement widths are usually accompanied by
higher speed limits. These higher speed limits
increase the effect of trucks on passenger cars
because of the proportional! ;/ slower time it takes
trucks to accelerate to a higher speed than pass-
enger cars.
The positive sign preceding peak I'lour volume indi-
cates that an increase in pc'ak hour" approach
volume results in an increase in the truck equiv-
alency factor. As previously stated, a higher
approach volume produces more vehicles to be
effected by the presence of a ti'uck, thus increas-
ing the truck equivalency factor.
The negative sign preceding curbiiig on appi'oach
indicates that the pi^esence of curbiin; causes a
decrease in the truck equivalency factor. Curbing
along a road'way v/ill cause a deci'i.?ase in vehicular
speeds foi' the following reasons:
i\0
1. The present:':" of curbing along a roadway
usually indicates coinmei-o ial oi- resident-
ial development along the abutting proper-
ty. Increased development requires a
large number of access dr-iveways which
causes speed to be reduced along the road-
way .
2. The presence ol' curbing acts as an obstruc-
tion to the driver i-esulling j.n slower
speeds and often causing laterail placement
of the moving vehicles.
Therefore, the reduction in vehicular speed caused
by the presence of curbing will tend to offset or
decrease the effect of trucks on pa:'..engca' cars.
The positive sign preceding curb radius indicates
that an increase in curb radius causes an increase
in the truck equivalency factor. Tiiis appears to
be a false statement with respect, to a practical
interpretation and the investigator's have !:o
obvious explanation. Right turn curb radiUs also
appears in an interaction variable in the regression
equation, and it is thought t!iat this double apvear-
ance causes the lack of a pi-actical interpretation.
The negative sign pi^eceding percent of i-ight turns
indicates that the truck equivalency factor de-
creases with an increase in right tui'ns. Veliicles
ill
tui'ninc right do not travel as fast as thi-ough
vehicles; and consequently, a thj'cau^h vehicle v;ill
incur a delay from a right-turni m-, vehicle pi'o-
ceding it. This causes a reduction In speed for
the through vehicle, and as previously stated,
an existing reduction in vehicular speed v;ill off-
set or deci'case the effect of trucks on pas.senf.er
cars .
7. The negative sign preceding percerit of trucks in-
dicates that an increase in trucks reduces the
truck equivalency factor. Trucks often appear at
Intersection approaches in groups, spaced one
behind the other. Vlhen this occui's the slowest
truck will govern the speed of tli-- platoon of
vehicles, and the other ti-ucks will follow the
slowest truck with a sneed that is similar to
that of a passenger car followii-ig the slower truck.
Thus, only the slowest truck has an effect on the
platoon of vehicles, and this effect will be pro-
portioned out to the other trucks. This I'esults
in an actual decrease in the effect of trucks on
passenger cars.
The arithmetic signs preceding the interaction vari-
ables are dependent upon the magnitude and effect of each
variable in the interaction. It is very difficult to deter-
mine how the magnitude and effect of each variable in the
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interaction affects the preceding arithmetic ^ilc'U ^fd
thus, the arithmetic signs preceding intei'action vari-
ables v/ere not examined.
Comparing Headway Analysis to Caijacity Analysis
Equivalency factors were determined from the headway
analysis and tiie capacity analysis at five ir.torsoc t ion
approaches. Truck equivalency factor's went- determined from
the headway analysis by dividing the average headway time
for two successive trucks by the average t;':'adway time for'
two successive passenger cars. Table 5 presents the ti'uck
equivalency factors determined from the two analysis pro-
cedures. The average equivalency factor from the capacity
analysis was 1.38, and th.e avoi'age factor from the iieaJ.-
way analysis was 2.01. A paired obsci'vat.i ons tc^st was
performed to determine if the two av.jrages were statistic-
ally different (30). Before this test war performed it was
necessary to test the two sets of equival-ncy factors for
normality. The VJ test was again employed; and the calcu-
lated W values were .78? for the capacity obsei'vat loris and
.880 for the headway observations. Both of these values
were larger than the critical W valu.^ of .762; and thus,
the hVDothesis of normality was not rejected.
^^3
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The mathematical equation for tl^e paii'ed observations
test is as follov/s:
t = D / s-
^D'
where the hypothesis of the means being equal is rejected
if t is great-^r than or equal to t (1 - a) (Degrees of
freedom) . and , where D is the average Jiff t-:^enc-e betv.'cer; the
two analysis procedures and Sp is the sample standard
deviation of the differences (30)'. The calculated t value
was 1.757. This t value falls outside of the critical .
range of t greater than or equal to 2.132 ''or an alpha
level of .05 and for 4 degrees of freedom. However, before
the hypothesis of both means being equal is accepted, the
Type II error or the beta value is determijiCd . The Type II
error represents the acceptance of a hypothesis which is
false. From Appendix 10 in Statistics in. R'^search (30),
the beta value of .35 i^ four.d for the givt.Mi conditionG of
the problem. This indicates; that if the hypotiiesis of
equality is accepted, there is a 35;^ chaiir^^ that Is actual-
ly false. This beta value is too lar'o;e to [orinit accept-
ance of the hypothesis that the two means ai-e equal. If
the alpha level is increased to .10, the calculated value
of t of 1.757 will fall inside the new critical region of t
greater than or equal to 1.533- In this case, the hypo-
thesis of equality is rejected v;ith a 10?;? .'hance of the
hypothesis actually being true. This is a smaller risk
than accepting the hypothesis with a 35% chance of it act-
ually being false. Therefore, the hypothesis that tiie two
means are equal is rejected, and it is concluded that tlie
mean equivalency factor obtained from tlie headway analysis
is significantly different from tlie n;can equivalency factor
obtained from, the capacity arialysis.
This analysis and the conditions of data collection
resulted in the conclusion that using a headway analysis
to determine truck or comm.ercial veliicle ecuivalency fact-
ors at intersection approaches is unreliable. Head'ways of
two successive trucks or passenger cars are constantly
changing through an intei'sect ion . Triis i-eseai-ch used a
headway mea-sured at the center of the Intei'section to
represent an average headway throughout the intersection.
It Is doubtful if headway m.easured at any one point v;ill
provide reliable results.
Pilot study for Commei 'c ial Vehicle Delay
The coramei'clal vehicle delay v/as determined by sub-
tracting the average travel time through the intersection
when commercial vehicles were present from the average
travel time through the intei'section when commercial vehic-
les were not present. The average ti-avel lime was composed
of the running travel time and the stop travel time. The
stop travel time in this research is the time from when a
vehicle stops because of a red traffic signal to the time
the traffic signal turns green. The running travel time
Includes the running time of a vehicle through an intersec-
tion and the time that is incurred from the delay of a
vehicle to start up once the traffic signal turns green.
In this research, travel time means running travel time
only, with stop travel time not being included. The stop
travel time was analyzed separately fi'om the travel time.
The number of vehicle runs needed to determine an
average travel time was determined statistically from a
pilot study. The pilot study was performed at three intoi--




RESULTS FROM COHMl'iRCIAL VEHICLE DELAY EILOT f.TUny
Mean Travel Tlif-^ Number of Rumg Standar'd Doviation Truck
Trucks No Trucks True ks N(3 Truc ks Trucks N(3 True ks Delay
sec . sec . sec .
48.7 39.6 7 7 10.9 8.4 9.1
41.2 30.8 10 10 6.6 6.] ]0.4
40.3 32.1 10 10 • 8.9 9.3 8.2
The method for determining the numbei' of runs or sample
size r'equired uses the following equation:
n' = (z^ / r^) / (1 + z- / r^N)
o a a
Where
n' = required value of the samr)le si::<
o '
z,^ = lOOa percent poir.t: of t'ne rtar.da;'.: normal distri-
bution
a = (1 + X) / 2, where X is the given probability,
X = .90
r = error tolerance/standard deviation
N = population = vehicles per peak period (26)
In order to use the above equation, an estiT.ate of the
standard deviation and vehicles per peak period is needed.
Ari acceptable er-ror tolerance with an accompanying proba-
bility level of not exceeding the error tolerance is also
needed. In this research, the standard deviation and vehic-
les per peak period estimates were determined by averaging
n
the data from the pilot study. The acceptable ei'i-or
tolerance was determined as one-half the average ti'uck
delay calculated from the pilot :3tudy data. This tolei-anco
was chosen because it assured that the total error poss-
ible from both average travel times would never exceed the
truck delay, and thus would iiot cause a negative truck
delay. From the pilot study, the average truck delay v/as
found to be 9-2 seconds per vehicle. The acceptable toler-
ance error was then 9-2 / 2. or ^.6 seconds. If this ei-roi'
is rounded dovni to ^ seconds, it can be comfortably assured
of always having a truck delay greater than zero. The
probability level of not exceeding the em-or tolerance was
set at 90%.
By substituting the above values into the equation I'or
determining sa.r.ple size, a value of 11.^4 is calculated for
n' . Thus, a m.inimum of 11 travel tlm.e :-ur.3 is required to
o '
be 907c assured of ar^ estim.ate within k secoPids of the true
mean travel tim.e. This requires 22 ti'avel time runs at
each intersection approach or 11 I'uns for each mean travel
time, with trucks and without trucks.
Commercial Vehic l e Del ay
Twenty-three Intersection approaches were analyzed for
commercial vehicle delay. Fifteen of these v/ere located in
Indianapolis, five in Lafayette, one in Kokomo, one in
Hammond, and one in East Chicago.
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Table 7 presents the av-ragc tr-avel tJ,iiie:->, averafje
stop times, a;id commercial \'chlcle or tnu'k vJeJny. I'riu'k-
delay was found at twenty-two of the twenty-thi-ee inter^.ec-
tion approaches. At one approach, the presence of trucks
decreased the average travel time by 1.2 £-.ecot:ds. The
average truck delay for all the intersectitin approaches
was 9-2 seconds. The reason for the decreased avei'age
travel time when ti'ucks wei'e present at the one appi'oacii
was caused by the absence of truck com.binatlons and large
single unit trucks. The only trucks present at the approacli
were small single unit trucks with pe^^f oi'iriance cliaz'acteris-
tics similar to those of passenger cars.
Statistical Analysis on Commei-cial Vehic .1 e- Delay
The Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test viar. jKvi'orin-'d on tlie
twenty-thrt;e average truck delay tiin.s to determine if a
significant truck delay existed (30). Thi: test is widely
acceptable when the data occur, in pairs; and the iir/esti-
gator wishes to compare the effects of two ti-eatments, with
one treatment associated with one member' ol' the paii' and
the other treatment associated with the second membei- of
the pair. The calculations for this test ai-e presented in
Appendix C. The calculated T value for this test was -1,
and the correspondiiig critical T value v;as 62 at a level
of significance of .01. Since T calculated is less th.aii
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two treatments or average travel times is I'ejected, and
there Is 95% confidence that a truck delay exists.
The next step was to determine if the average stop
time when trucks were present was significantly different
from the average stop time v;hen trucks wei'o not present.
The Wllcoxon Sign Rank Test was again employed, and the
calculations are presented in Appendix D. The calculated
T value of 121.0 was greater than the critical T value of
55 at a level of sigriif icance of .05. Since T calculated
is greater than T critical, the hypothesis of no difference
between the average stop times is not rejected. It is tiiei'e-
fore concluded that the presence of trucks at an intersec-
tion does not significantly increase or decrease the aver-
age" stop time for a vehicle. As a result stop time v;as
not used in determining truck delay in this research.
Only the ruiuiing time was used in determining truck delay.
Developing A Model for Predicting Commer'cial Vehicle Delay
Regression analysis was chosen as the method tc
develop a model that would predict commercial vehicle delay
at any given signalized intersection. Eighteen factors
that were thought to have some effect on commercial vehicle
delay were measured at each of the 23 interjection approach-
es studied. These factors or variables are presented in
Table 8. Five of these variables are qualitative and the
other thirteen are quantitative.
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The first step in cievelC'i)ing the veir^reGslon model was
to use the "R-Squares For All Possible Regressions" stati;:t-
ical program (32)- This program vjas availabJ.e in the CDC
6500 Statistical Program Libi'ary at Purdue Uiiiver'sity. 'J'hls
Fortran IV routine com[.utes and pi-ints R-squai-es for every
possible regression equation whicli involves the specified iii-
dependent variables. This program is usefuJ. in determining
a high R-square, when a large number of variables exist, and
a minimum combination of variables is desired in the regr-es-
sion equation. A total of 262,1^2 R-squares were calculated
for the eighteen independent variables and one dependent var-
iable specified. Tnirty-five R-squares wer'o found to have
values above .85. The highest R'^ was .87I. 1'he minimum
combination of variables yielding a high R^ was determined
for a combination of 1^ variables and a R'^ of .86^1.
Stepwise linear regression was then pei'foi'med with
tliese 1^ independent variables on the dependent vai'lable.
Dummy variables were substituted for the qualitative vari-
ables and assigned a 00 value for a 'no' measure and a 01
value for a 'yes' measure. As previously stated, this com-
bination of variables yielded a R"^ value of .86^. The F
value of 3.67 v/as found to be significant at the .05 alpha
level.
Partial F tests were then pei'formed on each variable,
using a critical F value based on an alpha risk of .05- All
14 variables were found to have significant partial F values.
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Improving 1 ; e Model
The two alternatives tr:>it wore used t^.) improve tlie
predicting pov/tr of the regression mode], vicro to consider
interactions between predictor vtiriabley ami to consider
different transformations on each predictor variable.
Interactions that might add to the predicting [>ower
of the model were found by using the corr-elation matrix in
the stepv/lse lir.ear regression program pre\-iously printed
and then applying the investigator's Judge::ient as to whlcl'.
interactions have a practical 'sense'. The following inter-
actions were computed and added to thu stej.iwise linear
regression program:
1. Percent of single unit trucks + percent of truck
combinations
2. Perce. .t of trucks x peak hour apprn.-ich volum.e
3. Percent of left turns x peak hour a{.-proach volume
X left tui'r: lane x left tui'n f;rei'r phase
^. Speed limit on approach x mctropo] it.an area popu-
lation
5. Degree of right turn x percent of trucks x' per-
cent of right turns
The resulting R value was .882, which v.'as an increase of
.018 from the previous model. Partial F tests removed 5
variables, and the F value of 3-90 v.-as found to be signi-
ficant at the .05 probability level.
Relevant transformation:; on the variables were deterrain-
eded by Interpi'ctlnc plots cV Independent variables ver.'^us
the dependent variable for a nonlineai- relationship. Non-
linear relationships wer'e interpreted for the variables
speed limit on approacli and degree of ripiil turn. The plots
of these two variables are presented in Appendix E. Boti:i
variables were interpreted to have a square r'oot relation-
ship v.'lth the dependent variable.
The addition of these two transfoi'mat ions to the pror;i'ani
produced a new R^ value of .917 and a F value of 5-15, which
is significant at the .025 alpha level. This new R^ increas-
ed .025 from the previous model.
Two more variables were created by combining each trans-
formed variable with an existing inter'actlon . However, the
addition of these two variables to the program resulted in
a decrease of .063 in the R^ value. This tiew model was i-e-
jected.
A reviev; of the developed model reveale.i that the two
variables degree of right turn and square I'oot of degree of
2
right turn accounted for a com.blned R of .,?m2. The factor
degree of right turn accounted for 25% of th.e variation
about the mean truck delay. It was the invi-stlgator ' s
judgement that this value of 25% v;as excessive for the act-
ual effect of degree of right turn on truck delay. The de-
cision was made to delete the variables degree of right
turn and square root of degree of right turn from the
model, and create the Interaction degree of right turn
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X percent of trucks. It was assumed that the pi-edictlng
power lost from the deletion of these two variables would
be transferred to the new interaction variable and to a
lesser extent to the other predictor variables.
The stepwise linear regression program was again sub-
mitted, and the resulting model produced a R^ value of .871
and an F value of ^.67, significant at the .025 alpha level.
As expected, the R^ of .2^2 from the original degree of
right turn variables was transferred to the other predictor
variables. The interaction degree of right turn x percent
p
of trucks yielded an R of .107. Other notable increases
in R^ were incurred by approach width, percent left turns
X peak hour volume x left turn lane x left turn green phase,
left turn green phase, left turn lane, and percent of trucks
The predictor variables found to be significant and their
2respective R values are listed in Table 9- The estimate of
the standard error was 2.23.
TABLE 9
SIGNIFICANT PREDICTOR VARIABLES FOR TRUCK DELAY
R-square
Variable No. Variable Description Change
13 Peak hour volume in vehicles .132
26 Degree of right turn x percent trucks .107
19 Percent trucks .099
08 Left turn lane (yes = 1 and no = C ) .092
22 Percent left turns x peak hour volume x
left turn lane x left turn green phase .091
12 Left turn green phase in sec. .075
24 Metropolitan area population x speed
limit in miles per hour .056
03 Percent rigiit turns .052
05 Curb radius in feet .0^19
09 Right turn lane (yes = 1 and no =0) .046
17 App.i'oach v,-id:.n it: feet .033
18 Metrop'Olltan area population .021
10 Curbing on app'roac'n (yes = l and no = 0) .01^
The model in itr. final t'orm usin;;; tlu; variable nunibei'i-,
as subscripts (see Table ^) is pi'es«rit,ed as i'ollovvs:
Y = -2.'^3i + .009o9a + .0000-'i:'7X26 + .TUiX-,,-, -3.:\>7X.^
+ .0000222X22 + 5.238X^^. + .OOOOOOSSoX^;,
- .236X-. -.222Xr + '3.92GX + .33c'X-,„ - .0OO0203X.^




V.'here Y is. thi- truck delay ir, seconds. Vai-iables that did
not exhibit sir,nlt'icance wei'e paj'kinf;, peal: hour factox',
load factor', and {;^,ree\\ phase Icnt'th.
Furth.er methods for improvint:; the :nodel, such, as an
orthogonal analysis, wei-e not explored. It was decided the
R of .871 was satisfactory; and increasln;'; it by such
::.ethods might r«.:sult in a hyriothtjt ical increase, but wouJd
not be pr'actically Justified. Any s.ir.;.ible .i nci'Oas.e i.n R'
probably can only be accomplished by the a<ldition oV nev.'
variables. Examples of variables thai- wei-c not m.easui-ed
and wiilch might be valuable are opposiiig peak hour volume,
average daily traffic, and a variable capable of measuring
the differences in human driving pattern.s.
An investigation of the residuals fror, the final model
was used to check the practicality of the model in pre-
dicting truck delay. The fi'equer.cy ciiart of tlie residuals
is presented in Figure 3. The result appeared to approxi-
mate a normal curve; hov;evei', a V/ test was per:"oi':r.ed to
validate the normality of the residuals. "^he calculated
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FIGURE 3. FREQUENCY OF RESIDUALS FOR
TRUCK DELAY MODEL
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.91^ for an alpha level of .Ofi. Thus, the liypothesls of
normality was not rejected.
An examination of the arithmetic sign preceding each
regression coefficient in the model proved to be very in-
formative and revealed the practicality of the model. The
signs were interpreted to read as follows:
1. The positive sign preceding peak hour volume in-
dicates that an increase in peak hour volume
increases truck delay.
2. The positive sign preceding percent of trucks
indicates that the more trucks on an intersection
approach, the greater the truck delay.
3. The negative sign preceding left turn lane indi-
cates that a left turn lane reduce;; truck delay.
The presence of a left turn lane indicates that
at least one approach lane is used exclusively L'or
through movements, (In this research, left turn
lanes existed at only those approaches that had
at least three approach lanes.) and the right lane
carries the right-turning movements and some
through movements. Most of the through passenger
cars will travel in the center lane and most of
the through trucks will travel ii: the right lane.
Since most of the through passenger cars are not
in the same lane as the trucks, a minimum truck
delay is incurred.
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The positive sign pi'eceding leJ"t turn f.vccw yh:ii\c
indicates that a left turn green phase increases
truck delay. This is probably due to the fact
that a separate left turn green phast; will
decrease the through green phase time on that
approach. This condition may cause drivers to
accelei'atc faster than normal from a stop at an
intersection. Since trucks are unable to equal
the faster acceleration of passenger cars, a
greater delay results.
The negative sign preceding pei'ct.'nt of I'lght
turns indicates that truck delay decreases with
an increase in right turns. Vehicles turning
right do not acceler-ate as fast as through vehicl-
es fr"im a stop position. Consequently, a through
vehicle v;ill incur a delay from a right-turning
vehicle preceding it. Therefore, an increase in
percent of right turns will increase avoivige
vehicle delay but will offset or decrease the
tr-uck delay.
The negative sign preceding curb radius indicates
that an increase in curb radius results in a de-
crease in truck delay. Trucks are able to increase
their right-turning speed at a higher rate than
passenger cars for larger curb radii. This
increase in curb radius results in a decrease .in
truck delay.
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7. The positive sign {.ueceding right tui'ii lane
indicates that a ri(T,ht turn lane will increase
truck delay. The presence of a rif-ht turn lant^
usually indicates that there is at least one other
lane for through movements only. Consequently,
the through-only lane or lanes are forced to
cari-y all the through trucks. This condition in-
creases truck delay for the following reasons:
1. Right turning vehicles v/ill cause no de-
lay to through vehicles and tlius, will
not offset truck delay.
2. Through vehicles cannot change lanes to
avoid a slower moving truck.
8. The positive sign preceding approach width indi-
cates that an increase in pavemePit width causes
an Increase in truck delay. Large pavement widths
are usually accompanied by higher speed limits.
These higher speed limits will increase truck
delay because trucks take a proportionally long-
er time to accelerate to a higher speed than
passenger cars.
9- The negative sign preceding metrof^olitan area pop-
ulation indicates that a larger metropolitan area
reduces truck delay. In this r'oseai'ch it v/as
found that fringe areas and outlying business dis-
tricts in larger metropolitan areas had speed
bi
limits that were usi;ally lower than tlior.e in r.inii-
lar locations in snialld' iiieuropo 1 i t.an ai-c-ao. A:."
previously stated, lov/er speed limits reduce ti'uck
delay. Another I'eason for a larger metropolitan
area reducing truck delay is that drivers in larr,-
er cities tend to be moi'e aggressive. T!:e."-o driv-
ers are rr,ore cautious oV slow moving "rucks and
will often negotiate quick laniC change maneuvers
to avoid the slower moving truck.
10. The negative sign preceding curbing on approach
indicates that the presence of curbing reduces
truck delay. As previously stated in The Regres-
sion Analysis on Equivalency Factors, curbing
among a i'oadv;ay causes a reduot.lon jn vc^lilcul ;ir
speeds. This reduction in evei'age ve]:icular sp.'ed
increases average vehicular delay but offsets or
decreases truck delay.
Arithmetic signs preceding intcractiotj variables were
not examined because at least one variable in every intci--
action had appeared separately as a significarit predictor
variable.
Testing The Model
An additional check of the practicality of the commer-
cial vehicle delay model was accomplished by testing it
against an Independent intersection. This test intei'section
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was independent of those used in the data collection. The
method of collecting travel "cimes was also independent of
that used in the data collection. Ratlicr t iuin using the
Floating Car method, four observers were stationed in a
fire training tower 40 feet above the intei'section . Travel
times v;ere collected by visually noting landmarkers that
were adjacent to the intersection reference points. (See
Data Collection for Commercial Vehicle Delay.) Vehicles
were timed as they passed these landmarkers.
A sample of 38% of the through vehicles was collected
on the east approach of Teal Road at l8th Street in Lafay-
ette. One-hundred and twenty-one travel tames were collect-
ed when no commercial vehicles were ahead of the timed
vei;icle in the platoon of vehicles. This r.arnplo yielded
an average travel time of 37-85 seconds, a sample standard
deviation of 5.806, and a 95% confidence that the average
travel time was within 1.03 seconds of the traie average.
Twenty-seven travel times were collected wlien commercial
vehicles were ahead of the timed vehicle in the platoon of
vehicles. This sample yielded an average travel time of
40.63 seconds, a sample standard deviation of 7-19, and a
95/5 confidence that the average travel timo was within
2.71 second's of the true average. The resulting commer-
cial vehicle delay was (40.63 - 37-65) or 1.78 seconds per
vehicle.
D -.
The following intersect. J on variables v/ere measured at
the test intersection:
1. Feak hour volume = 610 vehicles { <9'-i throughi
vehicles)
2. Degree of rli^ht turn = 90°
3. Percent of trucks = 5.6%
^ . Left turn lane = yes
5. Percent of left turns = 23.3^
6. Left turn green phase = yes
7. Metropolitan area population = 109,378
8. Speed limit on approach = 3^J miles per hour
9. Percent oi' right turns = 12.1;?!
10. Curb radius = 100 feet
11. Right turn lane = yes
12. Approach width = 'J2.5 feet
13. Curbing on approach = no (cui-bing actually existed
but not at the edge of the traveled lane)
The values of these vai'iables were inr.orted into the
model, and a resulting value of 2.S2 secon.^s was obtairiod
.
This value is only ,0^ seconas higher than that obtained
from large scale sampling. This small errcr substar.tiates
the model's practicality.
Right Turn Study
nineteen curb radii v;ere studied for this i-esearch
project. Each curb radius was measured as a simple curve
6ii
radius. Radii varied from 10 feet to 90 feet. Table 10
summarizes the data collected for the Right Turn Study.
The first step in this study was to define the rela-
tionship between curb radii and vehicular speeds. Passenger
car, single unit and bus, and truck combination right tui'n
speeds were each plotted as a function of curb radius. No
plot clearly defined a linear relationship. Transformations
were then performed on the predictor variable curb radius,
and the stepwise linear regression program (18) was employ-
ed to determine the best correlation between curb radius
and vehicular speeds. The results are presented as regres-
sion equations as follows:
1. Passenger car right turn speed as a function of
curb radius:
Y = 10.3299 + .8258(curb radius)^-^
r2 = .6^3, F = 30.57, F nc: = ^.^6, stand. err.«l.ll
• O5
2. Single unit and bus right turn speeds as a func-
tion of curb radius:
Y = 5.6825 + 2.3151(curb radius)°*333
- .0002907(curb radius)^
r2 = ,561, F= 10.21, F ^^ = 3-S^, stand, err. =.94
3. Truck combination right turn speed as a function
of curb radius:
Y = -2.6314 + 4.377(curb radius)°-333
2
- .0046Cl(curb radius)
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The regression line plots re>jultinf, from eacli of tho re-
gression equations are presc-.ted in Ficurc;j'i, 5, and 6.
Figure 7 combines all three regression line plots.
The shaded area in Figure 7 represents the 3C to SO foot
curb radius that is recommended for trucks at intei'sect-
ing streets. (See Literature Review.) This 30 to 50 foot
range was subdivided into 5 foot intervals, arid the regres-
sion equations were employed to calculate the I'esulting
vehicular speeds. 'I!he results are presented in Table 11.
TABLE 11
RIGHT TURN VEHICULAR SPEEDS FOR 30 TO SO FEET CURB RADII
Single Truck Pas. Car Speed Pas. Car Speed



















35 15.21 12.89 11.11 2.32 4.10
HO 15.55 13.12 11.58 2.43 3.97
il5 15. S7 13.32 11 • 99 2.55 3.88
50 16.17 13.47 12.32 2.70 3. 85
The difference between passenger car and single unit truck
average right turn speed was Bmallest at a 30 foot curb
radius and largest at a 50 foot curb radius. The differ-
ence between passenger car and truck combination average
right turn speed was smallest at a 50 foot curb radius
and largest at a 30 foot curb radius. From a passenger
C7
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FIGURE 5. RIGHT TURN SPEED OF SINGLE
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FIGURE 7. RIGHT TURN SPEEDS AS A
FUNCTION OF CURB RADIUS
1
car delay vlevv-noint and within A.A.S.K.O. i'eLjo::imended
limits, minimum delay caused ty a right-tui-ning; single utiit
truck is incurred at a curb radius of 30 I'eet, and minimur;
delay caused by a right-turning truck combJ nnt ion is incm'r
ed at a curb radius oT 50 feet. A further inspection, oi"
Figure 7 revealed that single unit truck and t]"uck com-
bination speeds increased very little beyond a 60 foot
I'adius. From a 60 foot to 90 foot cui'b r.Liaius, the
increase in speed for a single uriit truck v;as less than .1
mile per hour and for a truck combination was .4 miles per
hour. These small increases in speed do i:ot justify a 30
foot increase in cur-b i'adius, and rt^sult In a GO foot cui'L)
radius as the maximum aesirable. Theref oi--.' , it is recom-
mended that a 30 foot curb radius be employed at intersec-
tions on majoi' streets that use a single unit truck as the
design vehicle. At intersections on major streets that use
a truck combination as the design vehicle, a 6C foot curb
radius is recorramended , These recommendatior.s apply to
intersections located in fringe areas and citlying business
districts of metropolitan areas.
Three additior;al vai'iables were added lo idie i-egi'cssio;
equations previously determined, in an effor-t to inci'ea:u;
the predicting power of the equations. The three vai'iables
were approach turning width, cross street tiu'nir.g width,
and curbing on approach. Approach tui'ning width was meas-
ured as the pavement width of the right approach lane.
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For this research, approach turning widths ranged from
10 to 19 feet. The cross street turning width was measur-
ed as the pavement width from right edge to centerline of
cross street. Cross street turning widths varied from 12
to 39 feet. Curbing was recorded as a 'yes' or 'no'.
Twelve approaches had curbing present and seven did not.
Curbing was entered into the stepv/ise linear regression
program as a dummy variable with a value of 00 assigned
for a 'no' recording and a value of 01 assigned for a 'yes'
recording.
The regression analysis was then performed using the
following predictor variables.
1. Curb radius in feet
2. Transformations of curb radius in feet
3. Approach turning width in feet
^. Cross street turning width in feet
5. Curbing on Approach (yes = 1 and no = 0)
6. Interactions of 3- with 1., 2., and ^.
7- Interactions of 4. with 1. and 2.
The regression equations that yielded the highest
R-squares are listed as follows:
1. Passenger car right turn speed = Y2
Y^ = -3.585'^ + .00309x^X2 - 6.2116X^5 + i6.8311X-^-^'^
- .65^0X^
R^ = .806, F + 14.59, F = 3.13, stand, error = .90
• J
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Average single unit right turn speed = Y^
Y2 = ^.1992 + 2,7^^9X-333 + ,00291X X2 + .3^^95X3
- .0 -9nv3.1071X2X3 - .1078X^ - 7.03(10~^)X^X,
R^ = .689, F = 4.4^1, F ^^ = 3-00, stand, error = .91
• 05
3. Average truck combination right turn speed = Y^
Y3 = - 5.0673 + 5.3821X-J_333 + .02707X'^^^X2
- .0929IX - .9098X^
R = .862, F = 20.36, F 05 " 3.19, stand, error = .98
Where
:
X^ = curb radius in feet
Xp - cross street turning width in feet
Xo = approach turning width In feet
X^i = curbing on approach (yes = 1 and no = 0)
A W test was pei'formed on the residuals for each regression
equation. The hypothesis of normality of the residuals v;as
not rejected for any of the regression equations.
2
The R and F values from the regression equation for
average single unit right turn speed were not extremely
high. The regression equations for passenger car and truck
2
combination average right turn speeds yielded high R and
F values; and thus, no hesitation should be n^ade In using
them to determine average right-turning speeds. Figures 8
and 9 are plots of these regression equations.
The stepwise linear regression program (35) was also
employed to determine a regression equation for predicting
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for right turn speeds of single unit trucks and ti-uck
combinations was averaged to obtain speed data for commer-
cial vehicles. The same predictor variables previously
used were again employed. The resulting regression equa-
tion is as follows:
Average comm.erclal vehicle right turn speed = Y^,
Y^i
= .336^ + 3.6651X^^-^ + .OOIOOX^X^ + .OOOOOOX^x^
- .0006271X^
r2 = .8^1^, F = 17.65, F^Q^ = 3.19; stand, error = .79
A W Test was perform.ed on the residuals, and the hypothesis
of normality of the residuals was not rejected.
The R and F values from the regression equation are
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The significant results of this I'eseai'ch pi'oject are
listed below.
Capacity Analysis
1. Truck equivalency factors were determined for the
general classification of commercial vehicles and foi- the
subclassif icat ions of single unit lirucks and buses, ;ind
truck combinations. For each of these three classifica-
tions, equivalency factors v;ere deteripiined fcr the follov:-
inj approach conditions.
1) Three lane approach
2) Two lane approach
3) Through and loft turn lane
^ ) Through lane
5) Through and right tui'n lane
Fifteen truck equivalency factors were detei-mined and, they
are listed in Table ?.
2. Stepwise multiple regression analysis was employed
to develop regression equations that would predict truck
equivalency factors for any given intersection approach.
The first regression equation developed used eight intei--
sectlon variables to explain the variation in the oi-lginrl
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l6 conmierclal vehicle equivalency factors. This i-et^recsi on
2equation and ats R and F values are given as follows;
Truck Equivalency Factor = -.907 + .362(load factor)
+ . 0199 (approach width) + . 0837 (ci'*"'-" phase lenr.tli)
- . 0000675 (green phase length x peak hour approach
length)
- . 00183 (percent of truck combinations) + .0003^0
(percent of truck combinations x right ti:rn
curb radius)
+ .00251(peak hour approach volume) - 1 . i;;.9 (peal:
hour factor)
r2 = .9578
F = 19.87, Fcritical " 3-73, significant
The second regression equation was modified by deleting tiie
variables load factor, percent of truck combinations, and
percent of single unit trucks. These variables are diffi-
cult to measure in the field. The variable oerceiu ef
trucks was then added to the remaining list of vai'iabli.^s
.
The second regression equation used nine inrci'sect 3 on vai'-
iables and is given as follows:
Truck Equivalency Factor = - 1.2^15 + .093'' (green phase
length) + . 0112 (approach width) + .G0l89(r!eak hour
approach volume) - . 23S (curbing ) + . OCOOOB3 (per-
cent of trucks X right turn curb radius) -
. 0000626 (green phase length x peak hour appi'oach
volume) + .008^5(right turn curb radius) -.00232
80
(pei'ceiit or right tL.rnt;) - . 009'(9 (percent of
trucks) .
R"^ = .905^^
^ = ^-^S, Feritical = ^-1°' significant •
3. A study v:as made to determine if a headway anal-
ysis could be used at an intersection for lieterniniiig truck
equivalency factors. Truck equivalency factors wei'e deter-
mined at five intersections using both the capacity analy-
sis and the headway analysis methods. The analysis and
conditions of data collection resulted in th.e conclusion
that using a headway analysis to determine ti'uck or commer-
cial vehicle equivalency factors at inter-section approaches
is unreliable.
Delay Analysis
1. Tv/enty-three intersection approaches were studied
for delay caused by co:nnercial vehicles. It was found tr.at
a passenger car's running travel time through an iiitersec-
tion is increased from an average of 39-8 seconds to 1^9-^
seconds, when one or m.ore commercial veiiicles ai-e traveling
ahead of it in the same platoon of vehicles. This condi-
tion applies to outlying business disti'ictr and friiige areas
of metropolitan areas.
The average stop time at the twenty-tiu'oe inter'sect ion
approaches was 13-5 seconds when commercial vehicles were
present in the queue of vehicles and 1^.^ seconds when
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commercial vehicles were no'; present in the queue. There
was no significant difference found between these two
average stop times.
2. A regression model was developed to predict
average commercial vehicle delay at any given .'jignalized
intersection. Eighteen factors affecting commercial •'
vehicle delay were considered in the regression analysis
along with interaction and higher oi'der terniL=;. The final
model used thirteen factors or variables to explain the
variation in the average commercial vehicle delay at the
23 approaches studied. The final modi?l and its B'' ar:d ?
values are given as follows:
Y (seconds = - 2.^36 +.00969(peak hour volume) +
per vehicle)
.0000^27 (degree of right turn x percent
trucks) + .236(percent of trucks) - 3.867
(left turn lane) + . 0000222 (percent left
turns X peak hour volume x left turn lane
X left turn green phase) + 5. 238 (left turn
green phase) + . O00000886(metropolitan
area population x speed limit) - ',236
(percent right turns) - .222(curb radius)
+ 5.920(right turn lane) + . 336(approach
lane) - , 0000203 (metropolitan area popu-
lation) - 9. 572(curblng on approach)
R^ = .871
F = ^'^^' ^critical = 3.811, significant
• • '82
The significance of the mod.-;;, was evaluated by the typical
normality test on the residuals. The pract ic.aiity of the
model was determined by an examination of the sign condi-
tion preceding the coefficients of the independent var j
-
ables. The results o^ both substantiated the significance
and practicality of tlie model.
A further' check on the practicality oT the model was
performed by testing it against i-esults from an independ-
ent iPitersection. Ti-avel tiinec wei-e obtained from 35;T- of
the through vehicles at the test intersection. An aver-
age commercial vehicle delay of 2.78 scccrids per veiiicle
was calculated from the data. The value obtained from the
model was 2.82 seconds. An error of .04 seconds between
the model and actuality substantiated tlie practicality cf
the model.
Right Turn Analysis
1. The stepv.'ise multiple regression procedure was
employed to I'elate the right tui-n speeds of passenger
cars, single unit trucks, and truck combinations to riglit
turn curb radii. It v.'as found that curb radii ter-ms ex-
plained 56;? of the variation of righ.t turn sj->ocds of pa::;--
engei' cars, 6>4% of the right turn speeds of single un.lt
trucks, and' 75% of the right turn speeds of truck combin-
ations. The predicted values of right turn speeds wore
plotted as a function of curb radii for the tni-ee classes




2. In an attempt to improve the predicting power ol"
the above rcffir-ession equations, the itidoponcletit variables
approach turning width, cross street turninr, width, and
curbing on approach were added to the stopwi;:.c linear I'e-
gression program. A fourth regression equation with the
dependent variable commercial vehicle I'ight turn speed was
also determined. The resultin.g r'egrosslon euuatioi'.s yioid-
2
ed the following R" values: .8065 for' predictinc passen-
ger car right turn speeds, .689^ for predicting single
unit truck right turn speed, .8623 for predicting truck
combination right turn speed, and .8'i') for predicting
commercial vehicle right turn speed. Figui'es 8, 9, and
10 were developed to incorporate the above I'egression
equations in a graph form. The regre:-.sior: equation for
single unit tiuck right turn speed was not incorporated
in a graph form because of th.e rather low predicting




The following general conclusions concei'ning the
effects of co-r.niei'cinl vehicles or, intersect ion capacity
and delay were determined from trils I'esearch pi-ojecC.
1. In a capacitv sense, on.e commerce al \'ehicle is
equivalent to 1.8'j passenger- cars at a signalized ir.ter-
section. Also, one single unit truck is C'luivalent to
1.72 passenger cars, and one tr'uck combination is equiv-
alent to 2.37 par.sengor car's at a signal J ri-d intersection.
2. The pr'csence of coranier^cial •eiiicl'^s in a platoon,
of vehicles approachirig a signalized intc-i-socti on does not
significantly increase or decrease the average vehicle
stop time, as defined in this resear'oh, at Vhv sign.alizL'd
intersection
.
3. The factors that have a significant effect. on
it:icreasing commer^cial vehicle delay are pealc h.our- volume,
percent of comniercial vehicles, the pr-escncc of a Ji.-ft
turn green phase, the preser.ce of a riglit tui'ij only lane,
and tl;e approach width. The factors that liave a signifi-
cant effect on reducing commercial vehicle delay are the
35
presence of a left tui-n only lane, the percent of ri^ht
turns, the rij^ht turn curb radius, the metrorjolitaii area
population, and the presence of curbino: on the approach.
Factors that did not cause a significant docreasa or in-
crease in commercial vehicle delay are pai^king on the
approach, peak hour factor, load factor, ar;d green phase
length.
^. An analysis of the Right Turn Study reveals the
maximum right turn speed for a truck combination at a
signalized intersection is approximately ] 'I miles pei- hour
and approximately 15 miles per houi* foi- a single unit ti'uck.
5. The presence of curbing at a signaliL^ed intersec-
tion approach was found to decrease the right turn speed
of passenger cars by .7 miles per hour, to decrease the
right turn speed of truck combinations by .9 niiles per
hour, and to have no effect on the right turn speed of
single unit trucks.
Recommendations
The folloviing recommendations resulting from this
research project are presented.
1. The equivalency factors of passoiiger cars to a
commercial vehicle, to a single unit truck, and to a truck
combir.ation as presented in Table 2 ai-e rccoimner.ded for
application to signalized intersections that have variables
falling within the ranges indicated in Table ^.
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2. The commercial veli.Lcle delay model presented in
the Analysis Cf Data is recommended for apr-lioation to
signalized intersections that have variables falling with-
in the ranges indicated in Table 8. This model will pre-
dict the average coirmiercial vehicle delay in seconds
experienced by a vehicle traveling thi'ough a signalized
intersection
.
3. Tiie right turn speeds of passenger cars^ truck
combinations, atid comnercial vehicles as presented in
Figures 8, 9j and 10 are recoimnendod Vor arp]ication in
corner radius design or in delay and capacity analysis.
^. The American Association of Ctate Hlghv.'ay
Officials recommends a 30 to 50 foot curb radius range
for trucks at intersecting streets (1). Tliis research
found that a 30 foot radius caused the least delay for a
f)assenger car following a single unit truck ar.d a 5 foot
r-adius caused the least delay for a passengci' car follow-
ing a truck combination. It was also determined that
corner radii greater than 60 feet did not appreciably
increase right turn speeds of single unit trucks and truck
com.binations . Therefore, it is recommended th.at a 30
feet corner radius be employed at intersection.s on major
sti'eets that use a single unit truck as the design, vehicle,
On major stx-'eets at Intersections that use a truck com-
bination as the design vehicle, a 60 feet corner radius
is recommended where economacally feasible.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
During the development -jT this i-esear •!; i-roject tiie
need for further research on the foliowinr, r.uDjects waa
noted
:
1. The commercial vehicle equivalency factors and
commercial vehicle delay model that were developed in
this research should be applied to metropolj tun areas out-
side of Indiana to test their applicability outside
Indiana
.
2. The author v.'as unable to iii<,'aL:ure -il] the vari-
ables that could have an effect on commercial vehicle
delay at signalized intersections. Further I'esoarch can
be dii'ected towards measuring these variabjer, and thus
modifying the model develo|>ea in this research.
3. The use of regression an.alysls in pj'edictlng
delay at intersections has not been explored extensively.
This research project has developed a model, based on a
regression equation, that predicts commei'cl;il vehicle
delay at signalized ititersections . It is suggested 'dial
other researchers attempt to apply regressiori analysis
in predicting vehicle delay at iiiter-sec t iei.r .
38
4. An economic study o:' intersection design
v/arrants based on excessive con:nercial veyncle delay is
recommended. This economic study would determine the
amount of commercial vehicle delay that is needed to Just-
ify intersection designs that would minimir:e this delay.
Examples are installing larger corner' i-adii or an addi-
tional lane for slow moving trucks.
5. The regression equation for predicting right
turn speed of single unit trucks yielded an R'" of only
.689- This v/as considered low in comparison oV R-squai'es
fi'om passinger car, tr'uck combination., and commercial
vehicle regression equations. It is i'ecor.i:;ienued tiiat a
further study of riglit turn speeds of single unit trucks
be initiated with the purpose of dovelo}i1 njf, .a regression
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COST OF VEHICLE TRAVEL TIME
The cost of vehicle travel time is the cost of oper-
ating^, maintaining, and depreciation of the vehicle and the
value of time for the driver and passengers. The cost
of operation, maintenance, and depreciation is about 13
cents a mile, according to a recent study by Winfrey (39).
The average vehicle speed in an urban area is 27 miles
per hour (2). Thus, 13 cents per mile is equal to 6 cents
per vehicle minute in an urban area.
The American Association of State 'Hig:;v:ay Officials
recommended a value of time of $1.55 per vehicle hour
in 1959 (l6). Since prices and salaries are about doubl-
ed from those of 1959, it is assumed that the value of
time has also doubled to $3-10 per- vehicle hour or 5 cents
per vehicle minute. The total cost of travel time is then




GENERAL ANALYSIS OF INTERSECTION
NAME OF INTERSECTION &
LOCATION OF INTERSECTION
LOCATION WITHIN METRO. AREA _
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AVERAGE RUNNING: TII-E WITH TRUCKS _, STOPPING_ NO STOPPING
AVERAGE RUNNING TIME WITHOUT TKS. , STOPPING_ NO STOPPING
AVERAGE POSITION IN QUEQUE: WITH TRUCKS , WIHTOUT TKS._
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WILCOXIIJ SIGNED RANK TES' FOR AVERAGE TRUCK DELAY I'IMES
Sample Signed Rank
Intersec i^ion Number Differences* Rank Positive Negative
Kentucky at Morris 1 5.8 3 3
Kentucky at V/est 2 15.6
Kentucky at Narding 3 11.0 15 15
Morris at Tibbs 4 11.8 17 17
Morris at Hai-ding 5 8.2 11 11
Morris at Tibbs 6 7.5 7.5• 7.5
Morris at Harding 7 12. 3 18 18
Virginia at Stevens o 6.9 6 6
Kentucky at White R. 9 12.7 19 19
Morris at Harding 10 15.7 2 - •^ 3
Meridian at South 11 10.3 13 13
South at Iv'est 12 8.0 10 10
Morris at Belmont 13 4.6 C^ 9
Morris at Holt 1^ 9.8 12 12
Northv:estern at l6th 15 -1.2 i_ 1
U.S. 52 at South 16 11.5 ]6 16
U.S. 52 at South 17 13.7 2 20
U.S. 52 at Main 18 7.7 Q 9
U.S. 52 at Main 19 10.4 14 14
Union at loth 20 6.7 4 4
U.S. 31 at Markland 21 6.8 f, ' )
Kennedy at l69th 22 7.5 7.5 7.'.
Indianaoolis at l-ls z 2^ 15-2 . ^
--, -
*Dif f erence; truck delay To t a 1 s ; J
T • =1minir.ium ^
n=23,a-.C^ /3
Reject hypothesis of equality. T = 1 is sigiiif leant at
a 95^ confidence level.
APPENDIX D
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U.S. 31 at Markland
Kennedy at l69th


















































'Differences = stop time with trucks











































Do not reject hypothesis of equality
ifleant at 952 confidence level.
121.0 is- not sign-
Appendix E
PLOTS Oi'' IJONLINEAK RELATIOMSHIP:;
BETWEEN I^iTERSECTION VARIABLES ANT TRUCK DELAY
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FIGURE El. TRUCK DELAY AS A FUNCTION
OF SPEED LIMIT ON APPROACH
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FIGURE E2. TRUCK DELAY AS A
FUNCTION OF DEGREE OF
RIGHT TURN
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